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Durability of Aﬀordable Neural Networks against Damaging
Neurons
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SUMMARY
Durability describes the ability of a device to operate
properly in imperfect conditions. We have recently proposed a novel neural network structure called an “Aﬀordable Neural Network” (AfNN), in
which aﬀordable neurons of the hidden layer are considered as the elements
responsible for the robustness property as is observed in human brain function. Whereas earlier we have shown that AfNNs can still generalize and
learn, here we show that these networks are robust against damages occurring after the learning process has terminated. The results support the view
that AfNNs embody the important feature of durability. In our contribution,
we investigate the durability of the AfNN when some of the neurons in the
hidden layer are damaged after the learning process.
key words: aﬀordable neural networks, durability, back propagation
learning

1.

Introduction

An important issue (particularly in Neuroscience) is the understanding of how the mammalian brain is aﬀected in its
performance by the omnipresent death of some of their elements. This very question is likely to be relevant in understanding the main diﬀerences between the commonly used
artificial neural networks structures and biological neural
networks. Such an approach could be helpful in explaining
why the performance of artificial neural networks still lags
behind that of biological networks in many respects. Insights into how neuronal death aﬀects brain function in detail could be helpful in revealing the mechanisms underlying
brain diseases such as Alzheimers’ [1]. Biological neuronal
death can be triggered by diﬀerent reasons such as apoptosis
(i.e., when the neuron does not receive a suﬃcient amount
of signals), abuse of alcohol, nicotine and concussion.
When neurons die, the human brain is generally still
able to operate normally, because the human brain has both
the properties of durability and flexibility. However, few
attempts have been made in order to systematically incorporate the corresponding properties into the design of artificial neural networks. In order to explore this topic, we
recently designed a new network paradigm that relies on affordable neurons in the hidden layer [2]. Aﬀordable neurons are extra neurons that are only occasionally included in
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the learning process (otherwise they are by-passed by temporally removing their connections). After learning the affoardable neurons are fully integrated into the network. In
a first step of exploring the potential of aﬀordable neurons,
we demonstrated that in a BP network, eﬃcient learning can
be achieved even in the presence of aﬀordable neurons [2].
In fact, it was observed that the performance of this AfNN
was generally superior to the performance of the normal BP
network, with respect to convergence speed and error size.
For such networks with aﬀordable neurons we coined the
term “Aﬀordable Neural Network.”
Here we extend these investigations with the hope to
reveal some more advantages of AfNNs. In particular, we
explore to what extent AfNNs exhibit the property of durability after the learning has terminated (or: the major learning phase has terminated, if one insists on continuous learning). We study the eﬀect of two diﬀerent types of damage.
First, we consider that the connections of the damaged neurons in the hidden layer to the output layer are cut. As an
alternative, we consider that the damaged neurons relay random values to the output layer. As we will demonstrate, the
AfNN maintains its eﬃciency with respect to both types of
damage. From this we conclude that aﬀordable neurons are
an important element for the durability of artificial and biological neural networks.
2.

Aﬀordable Neural Network

2.1 The Network Model
For our investigations, we use [2] the standard three-layered
feedforward neural network. The output characteristics of
the neurons are implemented by a sigmoid function and a
subset of the neurons are tagged as aﬀordable neurons. For
convenience, the network model and the operation of the
aﬀordable neurons in the hidden layer are shown in Fig. 1(a)
and Fig. 1(b), respectively.
In the proposed BP learning network, at every input
pattern, a subset of the aﬀordable neurons is randomly chosen and silenced by cutting oﬀ their output. The temporal evolution that this network now undergoes is exhibited
in Fig. 2, where the hidden layer consists of eight neurons.
Out of these eight neurons, two are randomly selected and
are silenced at each learning step (dots in Fig. 2).
In this study, we use the batch BP learning algorithm.
This learning algorithm can be cast in a formula similar to
the standard [3] BP learning algorithm. The diﬀerence lies
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where P is the number of the input data, N is the number of
the neurons in the output layer, t pi denotes the value of the
desired target data for the pth input data, and o pi denotes the
value of the output data for the pth input data. The goal of
the learning is to set the weights between the neurons so as
to minimize the total error E. In order to minimize E, the
weights are adjusted according to:
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,

is the weight between the ith neuron of the layer
were wk−1,k
i, j
k − 1 and the jth neuron of the layer k. m is the learning
time, and η is a proportionality factor known as the learning
rate. In this study, to the third line of Eq. (2) an inertia term
was added, which leads to
Δ p wk−1,k
i, j (m) = −η

∂E p
∂wk−1,k
i, j

+ ζΔ p wk−1,k
i, j (m − 1),

(3)

where ζ denotes the inertia rate. The inertia term is introduced for eﬃcient learning convergence.
3.

Fig. 1

Aﬀordable neural network.

Damaging Neurons

We now assume that after the BP learning phase, some neurons in the hidden layer are damaged according to the following two paradigms.
3.1 Cutting-Oﬀ Damage
In this paradigm, the connections of the damaged neurons to
the output layer are temporally cut oﬀ, see Fig. 3.
3.2 Random Performance Damage
In this paradigm, the connections to output layer of the
damaged neurons take random values from the unit interval
[0, 1]. The diagram of this model is shown in Fig. 4. This
situation is similar to the case where some neurons operate
randomly, seemingly without any order or control.

Fig. 2

Random selection.

4.
in the timing of the weight. Whereas the update of the standard BP is performed after each single input data, in the
batch BP, the update is performed only after all input data
has been processed once. The total error E of the network is
defined as

Results

We first consider the task to learn the function y(x) = x2 as
one learning example (See Fig. 5). The sampling range of
the input data is [−1.0, 1.0] and the step size of the input
data is set to be 0.01. Our BP learning used fixed learning and inertia rates of η = 0.4 and ζ = 0.02, respectively;
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Fig. 3

Damaging neurons: Cutting-oﬀ damage.

(4)

where P denotes the number of input data (P = 200). Given
a hidden layer of h neurons we have discovered that it is
possible to choose up to h − 1 aﬀordable neurons for this
quadratic function problem. We believe that this is true in
the generic case as well. In this study we focused on simulations using hidden layers consisting of 8 to 11 neurons
with the number of the aﬀordable neurons ranging between
1 and 3. To give an example: If the number of neurons in
the hidden layer is 8 and the number of the aﬀordable neurons is set to 2, only 6 neurons operate at all times. Such
a network will be denoted as “AfNN (8 − 2).” Below we
will compare the performance of an AfNN of type (n − m)
with a conventional BP network in which, after learning, the
same number of neurons of the hidden layer are damaged in
exactly the same manner.
4.1 Cutting-Oﬀ Damage
4.1.1 Eﬀect of Damaged Neurons

Fig. 4

Damaging neurons: Random performance damage.

Fig. 5

Learning example: y = x2 .

the initial values of the weights were chosen uniformly random from the interval [−1, 1] and the learning time was
m = 2000. We investigate how after learning damaged neurons aﬀect the total error between the output and the desired
target. In order to measure this, we define “Average Error
Eave ” by the following equation:

For this damaging paradigm, the comparison between the
AfNN with the conventional network yields the results displayed in Fig. 6.
Figures 6(a), (b), (c) and (d) show the averaged results
for 8, 9, 10 and 11, respectively, neurons in the hidden layer,
for 100 computer simulations using diﬀerent random initial
condition of the network. When increasing the number of
the damaged neurons, Eave of both the AfNN and the conventional BP network worsen. From the comparison of the
performance of the two networks it is, however, seen that
the AfNNs achieves a clearly superior performance to the
conventional neural network. Even for a large number of
damaged neurons (e.g. 50 percent or more, the AfNN substantially outperforms the conventional BP network in the
presence of damage). From these results, it clearly emerges
that AfNNs provide an important element of reliability in
cases where neurons are aﬀected by damage.
Figures 7–10 show the detailed comparison of performance between the AfNN and the conventional BP network
before and after one neuron has been damaged. Only incomplete learning based on 2000 learning steps was considered.
Whereas in all panels the left hand side figures show the
output after learning, the right hand side figures display the
output after neuron damage. It is seen that in the case of
the AfNN, the eﬀect of a damaged neuron is small, whereas
in the case of the conventional BP network, the eﬀect of a
damaged neuron is larger.
4.1.2 Eﬀect of the Position of a Damaged Neuron
Simulation results for trials with one damaged neuron are
shown in Fig. 11. The horizontal axis is the position of the
damaged neuron in the hidden layer and the vertical axis
is the error Eave . The solid line displays the performance
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Fig. 7 Output of the network before and after one neuron is damaged
(Hidden: 8).

Fig. 8 Output of the network before and after one neuron is damaged
(Hidden: 9).

Fig. 6 Eave dependant on the number of damaged neurons (Damaging
neurons: cutting-oﬀ damage).

of the AfNN, whereas the dashed line refers to the conventional BP network. We emphasize that the vertical axis in
Fig. 11 is in log scale. From these figures it can be inferred
that while the performance of the conventional BP network
is strongly aﬀected by damage, the loss of performance does
not depend on the position of the damage. In contrast, the
drop of performance for the AfNN is much smaller. Only
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Fig. 9 Output of the network before and after one neuron is damaged
(Hidden: 10).

Fig. 10 Output of the network before and after one neuron is damaged
(Hidden: 11).

occasionally, is the same drop in performance as the conventional BP network observed. For example, in the case
where the number of the neurons in the hidden layer is set
to 11 (Fig. 11(d)), for many damage positions, the error Eave
of the AfNN is orders of magnitude smaller than that of the
conventional BP network.
The results of Fig. 11, which were based on single tri-

Fig. 11

Eave and position of damaged neurons.

als, are insuﬃcient to make general statements on the behavior with respect to diﬀerent initial conditions. Therefore,
we calculated the distribution of Eave during 200 trails after
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Fig. 12 Distribution of Eave for each trial (Hidden layer: 8) (Dash line
indicates average value).

one neuron is damaged. Figures 12–15 show the simulated
results of distribution of Eave when the number of hidden
layer is set to 8 to 11, respectively. From these simulations, it emerges that for the AfNNs, although the value of
Eave strongly depends on the initial conditions and generally
spreads across the interval [0, 1], it has a noticeable bias towards zero and is generally smaller than the corresponding
value of the conventional BP network. Moreover, since each
neuron has some characteristics or individuality regarding
to what performance drop its damage leads to, this situation
seems to be much closer to real biological network behavior
than that of the conventional BP network.
4.2 Random Performance Damage
We now investigate the characteristics of the second damaging paradigm. After learning, the connection to the output
layer of damaged neurons is modified to produce a random
value uniformly from the unit interval [0, 1].
The results obtained from networks of identical characteristics to before are shown in Fig. 16. They clearly indicate
the performance of the AfNN drops quicker towards that of
the conventional BP network, as the number of the damaged
neurons is increased. Thus, although the performance is still
superior to the conventional network, the changed damaging
paradigm is less eﬀective than in the case considered before.

Fig. 13 Distribution of Eave for each trial (Hidden layer: 9) (Dash line
indicates average value).

5.

Simulated Results for Pattern Recognition

As the last example, we consider a pattern recognition task,
where 4 diagrammic letters (B, U, C, S) are fed into the
neural network for recognition (see Fig. 17).
In this case, the number of neurons in the input layer
is 35 The number of neurons in output layer is fixed to 4,
and we choose 16 hidden layer neurons. For recognition,
a set of 25 patterns shifted 1 bit from each original pattern
was prepared, leading a set of 100 patterns to be recognized.
The learning rate and the inertia rate were set to η = 1.0 and
ζ = 0.8, respectively, and the initial weights were uniformly
randomly chosen from the interval [−1, 1]. The learning
time was set to m = 10000 steps. By using 100 diﬀerent network initial conditions, we obtained reliable averages characterizing the network performance in terms of the recognition rate R defined as
R=

Number o f sucsess
.
T otal number o f input patterns

(5)

5.1 Cutting-Oﬀ Damage
Figure 18 displays the recognition rate for the AfNN and
conventional BP network. From this figure, we infer that for
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Fig. 14 Distribution of Eave for each trial (Hidden layer: 10) (Dash line
indicates average value).

this task, the recognition rates of the AfNN and the conventional network are similar, if only one neuron is damaged.
Upon increasing the number of damaged neurons, the difference between the recognition rates, however, increases,
leading to a noticeable higher recognition rate of the AfNN,
where the diﬀerence of recognition rate between the both
networks is larger than 10 percent.
5.2 Random Performance Damage
The results obtained for the pattern recognition problem in
the case of “random performance damage” are shown in
Fig. 19. Clearly, the influence of a damaged neuron in the
AfNN is again smaller than that of a damaged neuron in
the conventional BP network. Also for this task, the AfNN
demonstrates a superior performance to that of the conventional BP network.
6.

Conclusions

For two rather diﬀerent types of realistic neuron damages,
similar overall performance was observed, where the performance of the AfNN (at least in the statistical sense) strongly
outperformed the conventional BP network, which demonstrates the beneficial influence of aﬀordable neurons for

Fig. 15 Distribution of Eave for each trial (Hidden layer: 11) (Dash line
indicates average value).

the reliable performance of neural networks under realistic working conditions. It is thus obvious that the aﬀordable neurons exert an important influence on the durability
of neural networks.
In future work, we will investigate the eﬀects by
chaotic selection methods, that more realistically model the
selection of aﬀordable neurons in the context of more complex problems. This view is motivated by investigations
of the Hopfield network solving combinatorial optimization
problems with the help of a chaotic input signal component,
designed in order to avoid local minima. It appears, from
computer simulations, that a chaotic input component may
substantially enhance the capability of avoiding these local
minima in comparison to random noise [4]–[6]. Hence, we
believe that chaotic selection may be used to further enhance
the eﬃciency of the proposed AfNN.
As a more general conclusion, the detailed modeling
of biological neural networks may still reveal as yet undiscovered neural networks paradigms that have the capacity
of substantially enhancing the performance of artificial neural networks. This should motivate an improved interaction
between the artificial and biological neural networks communities.
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Fig. 17

Fig. 18

Pattern recognition.

Recognition rate (Damaging neurons: Cutting-oﬀ damage).

Fig. 19 Recognition rate (Damaging neurons: Random performance
damage).
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